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Abstract

This paper proposes a queue service scheme destined to multi-
plexed unicast and multicast connections, pertaining to the ABR
(Available Bit Rate) traffic class, and is implemented at the out-
put ports of an ATM switch. Our proposed service scheme has
the following important features: 1) each multicast queue, among
replicated ones, is attributed a certain priority (high/low) in order
to absorb the diversity in their respective service rates at different
output ports 2) this priority attribution to multicast queues does
not, in any way, restrict unicast (even of the same traffic class)
queues to get their fair share of bandwidth 3) for all other queues
belonging to other traffic classes the role of this service scheme is
totally transparent. 4) the work required by the service scheme is
of the order of nwhere n is the number of cell queues at the output
port. We present simulation results of this service scheme when
implemented to multiplexed unicast and multicast connections of
ABR class.
Keywords: queue service scheme, fair queuing, multicast, ABR
traffic class, homogeneous service.

1 Introduction

The congestion control is one of the important issues of
ABR traffic class of ATM. An ABR source adapts its rate
to the changing network conditions. Resource Management
(RM) cells are emitted, periodically, by an ABR multicast
source and are returned back by all the destinations1 carry-
ing the network congestion information to the source [2, 3].
The source is expected to modify its emission rate on the
reception of RM cells. In an ABR multicast connection,
source will receive back as many RM cells as number of
destinations. The question here is that source adapts its
emission rate at which instants and after having received
how many RM cells? The ATM Forum [4] proposes that a
switch may send fewer RM cells upstream than it has re-
ceived back from destinations. We proposed in [3] to amal-
gamate the RM cells at switches so that a source receives
back one RM cell and reacts as if the connection is uni-
cast. The next question is that how to amalgamate the val-
ues of returned RM cells to one cell? The safest option is
to consider the minimum value of rate, among the hetero-
geneously served replicated multicast queues, as proposed
in [6] but this results in under-utilization of available re-
sources. Therefore it becomes indispensable to equip the

1We are considering the point-to-multipoint connections only.

ATM switches with an intelligent service discipline which
can assure a homogeneous service to all the replicated queues
of a multicast connection.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: We present
the arbitration algorithm in section 2 and its working prin-
ciples in section 3. We simulate the algorithm and analyze
its result in section 4. The section 5 presents the concluding
remarks on the paper.

2 The Arbitration Algorithm

At a switch2 the incoming cells of an input port are led to
different queues at output ports. The cells, belonging to a
multicast connection, are replicated and are forwarded to
their corresponding output port queues. Separate queues
are maintained for different connections at an output port.
Thus we have separate queues for unicast and multicast
connections. We define two types of priorities, Normal Pri-
ority (NP) and Multicast Priority (MP), which are elabo-
rated in the following sections.

2.1 Normal Priority (NP)

NP is assigned to all the ABR queues, regardless of their
nature, unicast or multicast. The NP is function of follow-
ing parameters and is updated every cell slot time.
� The percentage of buffer occupied by the queue.
� The number of times that a cell of the queue has been re-
fused to be served by the scheduler.
� The rate at which the queue should be served. In other
words, the fair share of queue for the available bandwidth.
We define the fair share on max-min criteria [7] which pro-
vides all VCs (Virtual Channels), that have a “low” demand
of the capacity of resource, their entire requirement. The
VCs, which have a “higher” demand, are provided at least
an equal share of the left over bandwidth.
� The parameter MCR declared at the connection establish-
ment time.

2.2 Multicast Priority (MP)

The MP is assigned to multicast ABR queues only. MP
has three states: Active state, Sleep state and Neutral state.
The attribution of a certain MP state to a multicast queue

2In this paper, a switch means the switch where path segregation of
multicast connection occurs.



bufferABR buffer available for ABR class
sizebuffer

i
buffer available for queue i, calculated proportionally to queue length, regardless
to MCR values of different ABR connections present at the output port

queuei current length of queue i
n number of ABR queues (unicast/multicast) present at an output port
rateemissioni

Current Cell Rate (CCR), as defined in [4], of queue i
ratefair

i
fair share of queue i

MCRi Minimum Cell Rate which is guaranteed to an ABR (multicast/unicast) queue i
sizeburst Average burst size (in units of time) for the multicast ABR connection, taken zero if unknown
RTTi Round Trip Time (from source to destination) for queue i

Table 1: Notations used in this paper

is associated to the service rates of its replicated queues
at other output ports of the switch which means that the
lengths of all replicated multicast queues, belonging to the
same multicast connection, are to be measured at each cell
slot time thus increasing the scheduling complexity by the
order of m, where m is the number of replicated multi-
cast queues. In order to avoid this additional complexity,
we take help of the following parameters: max threshold,
min threshold, � and �. The parameters max threshold3

and min threshold3 are defined for switches disposing out-
put buffers and is same for all the queues. Where as the
parameters � and � are connection dependent and are cal-
culated independently, for each replicated multicast queue,
as described below. Following are the important relations
which will be employed to determine the values of � and �
for the replicated queues of an ABR multicast connection
with non-zero MCR value.

sizebuffer
i
� bufferABR � queuei��

n
j��queuej

Ai � rateemissioni
�ratefair

i

Bi � maxfsizeburst� RTTig

All the multicast queues are, initially, in Neutral MP state.

2.2.1 Active state

A multicast queue i whose length exceeds �i gets its MP
in Active state. The value of �i depends upon the multicast
connection type and is calculated as:

sizebuffer
i
��i �max threshold *Ai *Bi * rateemissioni

An Active MP state means that the concerned multicast queue
is to be served at top priority as long as other queues (uni-
cast/multicast) on this output port are not deprived of their
fair share.

2.2.2 Sleep state

A multicast queue i gets MP in Sleep state if its length falls
behind the �i value. The value of �i is bounded as :

0 � �i � min threshold * Ai * Bi * rateemissioni

3It is given in percentage.

A Sleep MP state means that the concerned multicast queue
is to be served at lowest priority i.e. it is not be served as
long as there are cells in other queues (unicast/multicast) on
this output port.

2.2.3 Neutral state

If none of above two cases are valid then the replicated mul-
ticast queues, on an output port, continue to have Neutral
MP state. In this mode, the scheduler on the output port
sees no difference between unicast and multicast queues.

2.3 Important Features

We would like to highlight the following important features
of the arbitration algorithm.
� In order to ensure the fair distribution of bandwidth (fair
share) among the queues, whether unicast or multicast, the
algorithm will always serve the cell from a queue which
tends to be full and its NP value is the largest among all
those present at this output port. It is done regardless of MP
values of multicast queues.
� The priority attribution is restricted to be effective within
the traffic class, the queues belong to. It will, in no case,
affect the service schedulers of other traffic classes for ex-
ample those of Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic class and
Variable Bit Rate (VBR) traffic class.
� As long as the additional bandwidth used by an ABR
queue (unicast/multicast) is not at the expense of other ABR
connections (i.e. if the other ABR connections are idle for
the moment), it will not be penalized in the next scheduler’s
cycles by reducing its bandwidth allocation.

3 Working Principle

Each unicast queue is associated with NP and each multi-
cast queue with both NP and MP values. Once the values
of NP and MP are updated, at each cell slot time, the sched-
uler at each output port behaves as follows. For the sake of
simplicity, we have assumed similar values of �i and �i for
all replicated multicast queues (refer to the figure 1).
� A fair share of bandwidth is calculated for each queue
contending for the same output port. At each serving of
queue, its share value is updated (NP update) and scheduler
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Figure 1: The scheduler’s response to NP/MP values

then picks the eligible queue determined by its NP value.
� At the same time the scheduler may be directed (by MP
value) to deviate, temporarily, from fair share principle.

� An Active MP state prioritizes the multicast queue
over unicast one. The scheduler serves, now, the mul-
ticast queue despite of the fact that there is a unicast
queue, at the same output port, with larger NP value.
In order to have the service balance, the deprived uni-
cast queue gets a credit addition in its NP value which
will help it to recover its lost share of bandwidth in
the next cycles.
At the output port 1 (fig. 1) the schedulers serves the
multicast queue as directed by its Active state where
as the NP value of unicast queue is larger than that of
multicast queue at the output port.

� A Sleep MP state lets the unicast queues to be served
first (if they have cells) and may delay the multicast
queue serving. The later results in incrementing the
NP value of delayed multicast queue which is used,
in next scheduler cycles, to recover the lost fair share
of bandwidth.
At the output port 2 (fig. 1), the scheduler does not
serve the multicast queue which is in Sleep state de-
spite of the fact that it has larger NP value.

� With Neutral MP state, the scheduler serves the queue
declared eligible by its NP value. If the queues happen to
have the same NP values, then a cell from the largest queue
(among those present at the output port) is selected.
The scheduler at output port 3 (fig. 1) decides to serve the
unicast queue as it has larger NP value. The MP state of
multicast queue is Neutral.
� If the unicast queue, having larger NP value, tends to be

full then the scheduler will serve the unicast queue even if a
multicast queue, at the same output port, has an Active MP
state. It ensures that multicast queue’s MP values do not
hamper the unicast queues to get their fair share.
At the output port 4 (fig. 1), even the Active state of mul-
ticast queue could not make it eligible for the service. The
unicast queue, having larger NP value, is served.
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Figure 2: The testbed architecture

4 Simulation

The arbitration algorithm is being tested for ABR traffic
class on several testbeds and we analyze, here, two of them
having the same network architecture (figure 2). The NIST
ATM simulator [5], after modifying the routing and queu-
ing functions at a switch, was used for the simulation. For
this paper, we have chosen to present only those simulation
results taken with source applications having ON/OFF data
emission flows because such flows are bursty and may an-
alyze better the performance of the arbitration algorithm.
We present the results observed at link1 whose bandwidth
capacity is 100Mbps. The parameters of all the applications
are selected such that an ABR application (unicast/multicast),
when ON, has 50Mbps available for it on link1 as its fair
share. Each source emits 1 Mbits of data. The two testbeds
differ in the following aspect (refer to figure 2):
� In testbed1, the multicast ABR application (multi-abr)
emits at 60Mbps and both unicast ABR applications (uni-
abr and uni-abr1) emit at 50Mbps.
� In testbed2, the cell emission rate of both unicast ABR
applications (uni-abr and uni-abr1) is 60Mbps and that of
multicast application (multi-abr) is 50Mbps.

4.1 Results

Following are the simulation results:
� The simulations results show that the proposed method
does not introduce any cell loss in unicast ABR while prior-
itizing, at certain instants, the multicast queues. In testbed1,
there is no cell loss introduced by the method for unicast
ABR connection (figure 3 ‘a’). Unicast cell loss, with and
with out proposed method, is zero in both the cases.
� The method respects the fair share policy. This is proved
by the testbed2 results where it has ensured that multicast
ABR application does get its fair share and does not have
cell loss because of “higher” demand of unicast ABR appli-
cations (figure 3 ‘b’).
� Our proposed method reduces cell loss regardless of the
nature (unicast/multicast) of ABR application(s). It can be
witnessed by observing the decrease in cell loss in both
testbeds (figure 3 ‘a’ and ‘b’).
� The method does not interfere the cell scheduling of other
traffic classes. As in both the tests, VBR (Variable Bit Rate)
cell flow pattern did not get altered.
� From the figure 3 ‘c’, it is evident that the unicast abr
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Figure 3: The simulation results

queue in testbed1 never fills up to its maximum capacity
where as the multicast queue, at every burst arrival, over-
flows. Arbitration algorithm optimized the use of available
buffer and thus reduced the multicast cell drop. This can
be observed in figure 3 ‘d’ which shows that the unicast
cells were forced to stay in their queues (observe the rising
unicast queues) if multicast queues were about to overflow.
Similar behavior is also observed for testbed2.

5 Conclusion

For ABR traffic, cell loss determines the QoS. NP and MP
values minimize the cell loss rate by the maximal usage of
buffer occupancy. Our queue service scheme ensures a fair
and homogeneous service to replicated queues and helps,
the ATM switches, send upstream an amalgamated RM cell
with an agreed/average rate value instead of minimum one
[3, 4].
The proposed arbitration algorithm requires O(n) work for
selecting a queue among n queues present at the output
port. Note that amount of work is of the order of num-
ber of queues which is usually far less than the number of
contending cells at the given instant. Implementation of
a service discipline scheduling large number of queues is
no more impracticable. Philips has recently developed an
ATM switch [9] which can perform weighted round robin
service among 2000 VCs (Virtual Channels), each served at
155Mbps. A complete congestion control scheme for ABR
multicast connections is under development which will be
enriched by our proposed queue service scheme.
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